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ŽAn inequality established by G. P. H. Styan 1973, Linear Algebra Appl., 6,
.217]240 is on the Hadamard product and a correlation matrix. An inequality
Žobtained by B.-Y. Wang and F. Zhang 1997, Linear and Multilinear Algebra, 43,
.315]326 involves the Hadamard product and Schur complements. These two
inequalities hold in the positive definite matrix case. Based on Albert's theorem,
we present their extensions to cover the positive semidefinite matrix case. We also
give relevant inequalities. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Albert's theorem; Khatri]Rao product; Kronecker product;
Hadamard product; correlation matrix; Schur complements.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž . ŽLet A ) 0 G 0 and B ) 0 G 0 be n = n positive definite semidefi-
. qnite matrices. If A G 0, let A indicate the Moore]Penrose inverse and
0 q Ž .denote A s AA . Let C and D be n = m matrices, E ) 0 G 0 and
Ž . Ž .F ) 0 G 0 be m = m positive definite semidefinite matrices, X be an
n = p matrix, Y be an m = q matrix, I be an n = n identity matrix, and
R be an n = n positive definite correlation matrix, whose diagonal ele-
ments are ones. Let ), m, and ( indicate the Khatri]Rao, Kronecker, and
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Ž w x.Hadamard products see, e.g., 5, 8 .
Let
A C B D X 0G s , H s , Z s , 1Ž .X Xž / ž / ž /C E D F 0 Y
X XAX X XCYXM s Z GZ s , 2Ž .X X Xž /Y C X Y EY
X XBX X XDYXN s Z HZ s , 3Ž .X X Xž /Y D X Y FY
A m B C m DG) H s , 4Ž .X Xž /C m D E m F
X XAX m X XBX X XCY m X XDYM) N s X X X X X Xž /Y C X m Y D X Y EY m Y FY
s ZX ) ZX G) H Z) Z . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let
Gra s E y CXAqC , 6Ž .
with C s AAqC, indicate the generalized Schur complement, which has
w xthe following property, as in 10 :
G G 0 implies Gra G 0. 7Ž .
w x w xAlbert's theorem 1 is well known; see also 2 :
Let G be symmetric. Then G G 0 if and only if A G 0, C s AAqC, and
Gra G 0. In particular, G ) 0 if and only if A ) 0 and Gra ) 0.
The following connection between the Kronecker and Hadamard prod-
w xucts seems to be observed first in 4 ,
J X C m D K s C(D , 8Ž . Ž .
where C and D are of the same order n = m, in general, J is the n2 = n
selection matrix, and K is the m2 = m selection matrix. The case where
w xJ s K with n s m is used in, e.g., 3, 6 .
w xAn inequality established in 9 asserts that
y1y1R(R q I y 2 R(R G 0. 9Ž . Ž .
w xTwo inequalities obtained in 12 are
X y1 X Xy1 y1C(D A(B C(D F C A C ( D B D , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Gra ( Hra F G(H ra , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where A ) 0, B ) 0, G ) 0, and H ) 0.
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These two inequalities are obtained in the framework of the Schur
complement. Their extensions to the positive semidefinite matrix case, i.e.,
the case in which G G 0 and H G 0, could be given by using the general-
ized Schur complement. However, the results in the next section will be
Ž .established based on Albert's theorem, which is stronger than 7 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let G, Z, and M be defined as in 1 and 2 . Then G G 0
implies Mra G 0.
Proof. Clearly G G 0 implies M G 0. Then Albert's theorem ensures
that
qX X X X XMra s Y EY y Y C X X AX X CY G 0.Ž .
To prove further results, we introduce Lemma 1. In fact, using CXAqC
X Ž X .q X qG C X X AX X C, with C s AA C, improves Lemma 1 to be
Mra G Y X Gra Y G 0, 12Ž . Ž .
for any compatible X and Y.
PROPOSITION 1. Let A G 0 and B G 0. Then
A(Bqq Aq (B q 2 A0(B0
q0 0 0 0G A(B q A (B A(B A(B q A (B . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž 1r2 1r2 1r2 q1r2 q1r2 1r2 .Proof. Denote L s A m B A m B q A m B and
A m B A m B0 q A0 m BS s .
0 0 q q 0 0ž /A m B q A m B A m B q A m B q 2 A m B
X ŽNote that S s L L G 0 S G 0 can also be verified by using Albert's
.theorem with A G 0 and B G 0 . Using S instead of G, J instead of X
Ž . Ž w x.and Y, and using 8 and Lemma 1 like using an idea in 11 , we obtain
Proposition 1.
Ž . Ž . w xIn particular, letting A s B s R, 13 reduces to 9 , which is due to 9 .
LEMMA 2. Let A G 0, B G 0, C s AAqC, and D s BBqD. Then
qX X Xq qC(D A(B C(D F C A C ( D B D .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Proof. For P G 0 and PPqQ s Q, we have
qX X X X qQ J J PJ J Q F Q P Q,Ž .
qX X X X X X qK Q J J PJ J QK F K Q P QK ,Ž .
Ž .where J and K are the same as in 8 . Substitution of P s A m B and
Q s C m D into the second inequality leads to Lemma 2.
Ž . w xFor A ) 0, B ) 0, and A(B ) 0, Lemma 2 reduces to 10 , due to 12 .
If A G 0, B s Aq, and C s D s A0, Lemma 2 becomes
q0 0 q 0 0 qA ( A A( A A ( A F A( A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x y1which is given in 11 . Furthermore, if A ) 0, B s A , and C s D s I,
y1 w x Žthen we get I F A( A , which is seen in, e.g., 5 . Also, we have see, e.g.,
w x.5, 7
2
m q mŽ .1 rq q qX X X XqZ QZ Z QP QZ Z QZ F Z PZ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
4m m1 r
2q q q qX X X X Xq 1r2 1r2Z QZ Z QP QZ Z QZ y Z PZ F m y m Z QZ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .where P G 0, Q G 0, and R P s R Q , R indicates the column space
of the matrix, and m G ??? G m are the nonzero eigenvalues of PqQ. In1 r
these two inequalities, inserting P s A m B, Q s C m D, and Z s J,
Ž . Ž .where A G 0, B G 0, C G 0, and D G 0 are of order n = n, R A s R C ,
Ž . Ž .and R B s R D , we get
q qq qC(D CA C(DB D C(DŽ . Ž . Ž .
2
m q mŽ .1 r qF A(B , 14Ž . Ž .
4m m1 r
q q qq qC(D CA C(DB D C(D y A(BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 q1r2 1r2F m y m C(D , 15Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r
where m G ??? G m are the nonzero eigenvalues of AqC m BqD. In1 r
Ž . Ž . q 0particular, in 14 and 15 , letting A G 0, B s A and C s D s A , we
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then obtain
2
m q mŽ .q q 1 r q0 0 q 0 0 qA ( A A( A A ( A F A( A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4m m1 4
q q q0 0 q 0 0 qA ( A A( A A ( A y A( AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q21r2 1r2 0 0F m y m A ( A ,Ž .Ž .1 r
where m G ??? G m are the nonzero eigenvalues of Aqm A.1 r
LEMMA 3. Let G G 0, H G 0, M G 0, and N G 0 be defined as in
Ž . Ž .1 ] 3 . Then
Gra m Hra F G) H ra , 16Ž . Ž .
M) N ra G Y X m Y X G) Hra Y m Y 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G Y X m Y X Gra m Hra Y m Y . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Due to Albert's theorem, G G 0 and H G 0 imply E G CXAqC
and F G DXBqD, respectively. Then
Gra m Hra s E y CXAqC m F y DXBqDŽ . Ž .
s E m F y CXAqC m F y E m DXBqD q CXAqC m DXBqD
F E m F y CXAqC m DXBqD 19Ž .
s G) H ra .Ž .
Also,
qX X X XqC A C G C X X AX X C , 20Ž . Ž .
qX X X XqD B D G D Y Y BY Y D , 21Ž . Ž .
for C s AAqC, D s BBqD, and any compatible X and Y.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, by 20 , 21 , and 16 , we have
M) N ra s Y XEY m Y XFYŽ .
q qX X X X X X X Xy Y C X X AX X CY m Y D X X BX X DYŽ . Ž .
G Y X m Y X E m F y CXAqC m DXBqD Y m YŽ . Ž . Ž .
s Y X m Y X G) Hra Y m YŽ . Ž . Ž .
G Y X m Y X Gra m Hra Y m Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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PROPOSITION 2. Let G G 0 and H G 0. Then
Gra ( Hra F G(H ra . 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Pre- and Post-multiplying 19 by K, which is the same as in 8 ,
Ž .and using Lemma 2, we establish 22 .
Ž . w xWhen G ) 0 and H ) 0, Proposition 2 becomes 11 , due to 12 .
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